You can't beat family
Every Takeform product has a "look"...
an unmistakable family resemblance that
enables you to connect your space, by
uniting the elements within it.
It's all relative.
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SIGNAGE COLLECTIONS

Fusion is more than signage - it is an interior finish, connected to the
space, relevant to the brand. Our choice of shapes and materials enables
you to create signage within the context of the interior schematic or to
step outside with an inspired new element. Extend your idea to signage with Fusion, you can.

L E T T E R S & LO G O S

The difference is the finishes. Ethos dimensional letters include the traditional solid aluminum, stainless,
brass and bronze as well as laminates, veneers and acrylics. Timeless or trendy - your choice.

Your station can be configured for sanitizer,
tissues, masks, gloves and gowns - choose a
combination that suits you. Purify belongs in
your space - and it will look it.

Nest can be used lots of ways, in lots of places. Use
outside an office or classroom as a drop for mail or
inner-office files. Or use for charts outside a patient or
exam room. Or as a magazine organizer in your lounge or
waiting areas.

FR E E - S TA N D I N G S I G N AG E

Used outside the patient room door, Attend alerts the clinician to infection
risks, medication safety, fluid restrictions and other critical care information.
Choose from 3 Attend models or combine and customize.

Stance is a free-standing option that enables putting the information where you need it where it will be seen. Use Stance as a building or floor directory, informational kiosk,
directional pylon or promotional board.

View message boards are the information
center... a place to aggregate the important
information. Use in or outside an office,
classroom or nurses station. Or in a hospital
room as a place for the care-giver to record
key patient information.
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EXTERIOR SIGNAGE

Exterior signage should mirror the architecture and materials
of the surrounding structures. And with Signify, it will. Signify's
6 collections - each sharing a common shape enable this visual
connection.. The finishes take it a step further... woods, stones
metals, textures - colors and finishes that you don't expect in
exterior signage.
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